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ABSTRACT

Rural and small schou:s play a major role in tnetotal education-system in the States cf Iowa, Kansas,
Missouri, and Nebraska. These, ;our stales, comprising Region VII of the U.S. Deparrrieirrof Education,
are located in what is rectixritly termed the grain belt of the United States. sti this region, agri-
business is the mainstay ot -re economy and the ruraschool is often the toc4 point for the
education4 cultural, and socieLacznmes of the local communiv.

The magnitude of rural schoaf,cii=m- within Region VII is illustrated by the fact Mar of 2,387 school
districts, 2,125 or 89% are-Jecatecer '-onmetrcoolitin areas. riach cut the four star . hasconsiderably
more nonmetropolitan schow distri= than metropolitai. Thebercentages-af-nonmetrocclitan school
districts in each of the four smtesare.n3wa 88.3%; Kansas 84.4%: Missouri 7E7 2%; a Valoraska 96.1%.

With the high percentage of rrserneropolitan 5chool districts varthrr Reg= ;s. not surprising
that sl ightly more than onenar-r-' Thetatal pubic school enriticeent attends noun-)= Izolitan schools.
Only in Missouri do fewerITURIO" 'attend noninetropolitan wheels-man mem/Gilt-dal Iowa has the
largest percentage of pupa* 44%,=4-asim nonnermaolitan whom with- s followed by
Nebraska with 57.1%, Kansas Vissouri with- -.3N4% of tz .Juipii!: enrolled in non-
metropolitan public scholar.

Not-tarty is the majorit 7' ttyien 'f !'s puplic wool districtsnonaleropmcw.__Jt the districts'
enrolments are very smarm oc1Siifrr --7,r emote mat of thp..Z387 =Pool disrt.m_ " .653 or 69.3%

otal district enrol-mint a- ieWIlart 6111431.424.p.. Of theale=T,653 moot tins:riots, 7.573 or 65.9%
are imetropolitan aims_ 1W2t,"' Rae= VI I 'smoibric schoA- districs have fenrol I ments of
31i1 e pur- ,s or less.

--Tie-cfg-iiti/ethrtic composition -,--te:rocioutarrscriool d'a'tum in Region i; , basically homogene-
L tinn tie 1976-77 1.,-..o.tist ter, the pupil enrol Inr.rirrr nonmetrapolitati sublic schools was

W.2% tf/hitE 2.0% Black Jolinanic, '5% American Inman, and .3% Asian. -he racial/ethnic
ompork-sicar was fairly cvlogialemeanting me four s-=m..

. aen -tear the majorityaajor VI I's mho°. district ant enrollments are nonmetropolitan, the
reijon's metropolitan schoc sarsimreceive '.:3 bulk of a4 edtiostion discretipasan/ grants. Our-
inAt fismi- year 1980, metroatoligancznool districts receeed 44 such grants totafilej approximately
5E5 million while nonmetromitaar school districtsreceieed 13- grants totalling approximately $1.4
million. However, it must be-s that most federal education discretionary grants are targeted for
Stoecific purposes which are massasimpononly addressed in rneaspolitan districts.

Mile the issues affecting ruratardeonrnetropolitanstboolsex Region VII are almost as diverse as the
number of such schools, a few ton issues and xammentappear to impact upon a great number
of them. These issues are adeqrse financing by all ineis x:-government, recruiting and maintaining
ualified staff, and providing smite, to special need ,ills Diseconomies of scale compound these
;sues in rural and small schools.
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INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

This profile presents selected demographic data on rural and small schools within
Region VII of the U.S. Department of Education. The four states (Iowa, Kansas,
Missouri, and Nebraska) comprising Region VII, are located in what is frequently
termed the "grain belt" of the United States. In this region, agriculture and agri-
business play a major role in the total economies of the four states and a dominate
role in the economies of the rural communities. Rural and small schools, interspersed
among the rural communities, provide not only educational services, but often
cultural and social activities as well.

Interest in rural and small schools has increased throughout the country and is often
identified under the heading, "rural education." In the name of rural education,
advocacy groups and organizations have been formed, books and journal articles
have been published, conferences and seminar sessions have been convened, and research
and surveys have been conducted. To date, there hasn't been an accepted focal point
upon which these diverse rural education activities have either converged or diverged.
While the activities may have been diverse, they have demonstrated at least two
realities; an interest in rural education does exist, and data to examine many of the
issues of rural education are not readily available.

The purpose of compiling this profile is to provide the reader with data on several
characteristics of rural and small schools within the four state region. Hopefully, such
data will serve as a point of reference in future discussions of rural education and
stimulate more compreher've data collection activities into the nature, extent, and
impact of rural and srna' ce- lots within the region.

This profile is organized in' o sections; narrative and reference. The sources and raw
figures for the date present- .n the narrative are detailed in the reference section.
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RURAL OR NONMETROPOLITAN

Hampering any discussion of rural education is defining what rural is. While ritom,v persorilf be
to state, with amazing confidence, whether a particular place is rural or not rural, the l.1.1 Di-triAu :-

the Census offers the best hope for the discerning critic.

The Bureau of the Cams defines rural in the-negative. In other words, the population rzt ,Jamitilec
as urban constitutes tile rural population. In tee 'Bureau's definition, the urbarroopulaticn corripriv.es
all persons living in urtianized areas and in places of 2,500 inhabitants or more xztside urlar,, tad arrow.!

Another frequently applied definition to rural.:populations is nonmetropolitan The nonrnetr-Jqlrzn
category, likewise, is a product of the BureauA:rf the Census. As with the mire; definiticr _ urder-
standncmmetropolitan requires a definition for-metropolitan or mare specifically, 1 Standen ,dipoi-
itan StatiStical Area (SMSA), A SMSA is a county or group of contiguous cowries whict Milan a:
least one city of 50,000 inhabitants or more. Therefore, the population residint-in a SMS- -7.31,rizi iw

classified as metropolitan while the population not residing in a SMSA county is class, as tar.
metropolitan.

The Bureau of the Census recognized 247 SMSAs across the country in the 1970 census. In V14,,

there are currently 16 SMSAs. These SMSAs. and their respective metropolitan counties arc Vapablizilly
shown in each state in the reference section.

The classifications of metropolitan and nonmetropolitan are utilized in the organizarior of its in
this profile. The reader should be aware that school system's boundaries often are not ertimmtium
with county political boundaries. School district data are classified as metropolitan or norpnet.ww,igor
based upon the county in which the superintendent is located.

NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONMETROPOLITAN SCHOOLS IN REGION

Numerous rural school districts exist in each of the four states within Region VII. This ca;--
by the fact that while Region VII has only 5% of the nation's public school enrollmerz.i- Qr
the nation's public school districts. The majority of these school districts are located in norrir :r1:71Pir
areas. In fact, almost nine out of ten (89.0%) of the 2,387 public school districts are rtioc,
metropolitan areas. The nu mbers and percentages of metropolitan and nonmetropolin sC4 Sr S

by state, are:

PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS

TOTAL DISTRICTS METRO (%) SRO (16)

Iowa 443 52 (11.7) 3 c, (88.3)

Kansas 307 48 (15.6) 7.....i (84.4)

Missouri 551 120 (21.8) 43 (78.2)

Nebraska 1,086 42 ( 3.9) 1,044 (96.1)

TOTAL REGION VII 2,387 262 471.0) 2,125 (89.0)



Approximate): 301e out at vam- lit.,- MID public school students in Region VII attends classes in these
nonnweth3poli=achools. --ria="1/MICOBES and percentages-3f the nonmeropolitan public school enrol l-
ment,--arstate.-um.

PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS

TOTAL METRO (%) NONNETIO (%)

Iowa.. 548,159 254,765 (37.z- (62.6)

Kansas _ 422,924 7,616 (46.7 fttki (53.3)

Ittlissour 869,673 527,441 (60.6) 3_.222 (39.4)

Nebrasia 286,680 =,932 (42.9) 1,3,748 (57.1)

lurALREG,--asull 2,127,436 1,052,754 (49.5) 1_`75,682 (50.5)

The &ow --figures iir,:icaselivrt education in nonmetropotitan areas plays a rnahor role in the total
educationshostemcirit Flop& oft.. Each of the four states has considerably morenummetropolitan public
school disiricts t+ metrooriiken. Only Missouri has fewer public school poplis.in nonmetropolitan
districts' in rimicepolitae aistricts. In addition, of the 7,306 total publicscerool buildings in the
region, 5.0:11 or aillikareinrkanmetropolitan areas.

Not only are the maiority legion VI I's public school systems rural or nonmetropol itan-, their total
enrollmehmarelery small. Cassider, for example, that of the 2,387 schaoUdistricts, 1,653 or 69.3%
have a tosakdistric- enrollment of less than 600 pupils. Of these 1,653 school districts, 1,573 or 65.9%
of the Jiistsicts are wnmetropolitan areas. The distribution of these ruraLand small school districts,
by stats..imshowr irrtne following table:

-1111100ETIVIOPMITAN-ANDSMALL (LESS THAN 600 ENROLLMENT) PUBLICSCHOOLDISTRICTS

TOTAL DISTRICTS

443

NONMETRO DIS=CTINITH
PERCENT

43.3%

LESS THAN 600IEMMDLLMENT

192

Kansas 307 145 47.2%

Missour. 551 246 44.6%

Nebraska 1,086 990 91.2%

TOTAUIEGION VII 2,387 1,573 65.9%

As the lasIe
districts with
two districts
districts with
and Nebraska

emirates, Nebraska has almost two out of every three nonmereopolitan public school
earottments of 600 or less in the region. In the other states, just:ander one out of every
is nonmetropolitan and small. Equally revealing is the number of Region VII school
enrollments of 300 or less. Iowa has 63 such districts, Kansas t57, Missouri has 144,
has 926.



The grade spans for the 2,387 scr,,,o1 districts in Region VI vary considerably amp -four states.
All of Iowa's 443 districts serve_oupils from kindergarten -Through grade twelve. m <mesas, 306 of
it's 307 districts are c-12. Both --vfl-issouri and Nebraska tome several configurationscrtary and
secondary school districts. The iiiNsoe spans for the pubtic_school districts in Region V are indicated
in the following virile:

GRAMESIIRNS FOR PUBLIC =WOOL DISTRICTS

GRADE SPAN

K-E

IOWA KANSAS MISSOBIIIF

4

1

59

30

NEBRASKA

17

1

697K-E

1-E

1 1

1

443 306 454 293

1-, 2

7

CI_ 7 2 16

No -iorls 54

TOTAL 443 30/ 551 1,086

In tr-- State of Nebraska, a county superintendent provides administrative services to all school
distr----7-- within the county that -tape less than seven teachers. The majority of Nebraska's school
dis which are not K-12 are serviced by county superintendents.

RACIAL/ETHNIC CHARACTERISTICS OF REGION VII NONMETROPOLITAN SCHOOLS

The racial/ethnic composition of nonmetropolitan school districts in Region VII is basically homo-
geneous. During the 1976-77 school year, the pupil enrollment in nonmetropolitan public schools
was 96.2% white, 2.0% black, 1.0% Hispanics, 5% American Indian, and .3% Asian.

The nonmetropolitan racial/ethnic composition of pupil enrollment was consistent among the four
states. The following table indicates the percentages of nonmetropolitan pupils in the five racial/ethnic
categories.

RACIAL/ETHNIC PERCENTAGES OF NONMETROPOLITAN
PUPIL ENROLLMENT

AMERICAN INDIAN ASIAN BLACK W.IITE HISPANIC

Iowa 0.3 0.3 0.4 98.5 0.4

Kansas 0.6 0.5 2.8 93.7 2.5

Missouri 0.3 0.3 4.0 95.2 0.2

Nebraska 1.0 0.3 0.1 96.6 2.0

TOTAL REGION VII 0.5 0.3 2.0 96.2 1.04



DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL EDUCATION DISCRETIONIIRY GRANTS

Entitlement formula Farm account for the bulk of federal funds disz,..-.buted to elementary and
secondary school systems in this country. The basis for the distributim of entitlement grants is
usually upon the numbers of certain types of pupils, e.g., handicapped orxsadvantaged. Entitlement
grants are awarded to state departments of education who, in turn, distrib-rhe funds to local school
districts.

Another type of federal education support is the discretionary gram. Discie,.,.iary grants are awar-i.d
directly from the federal aovernment to local school districts, state departii ler > of education, colleges
and universities, and/orpublie and private non-profit organilations. Discretion-ry grants usually require
a proposal addressed to an identified priority, such as metric educatior nsumer education,
Competition for limited funds in most of the discretionary grant programs extremely stiff.

The discretionary grants awarded by the U.S. Office of Education for fisca: f4ar 1980 are summarized
by states in the table below. In each State, the numbers and amounts of csaetionary grants awarded
are identified by the categories of state departments of education, metropolitan local education agency,
nonmetropolitan local education agency, and area education agency (Iowa). The numbers and amounts
of federal education discretionary grants awarded to institutions of higher education and public and
private non - profit organizations are not included. The data are summer zecl-trom the "U.S. Office of
Education Grant and Procurement Report a (11/17/79)."

NUMBEROF
GRANTS AWARDED

AMOUNT OF GRANTS

Iowa 21 $2,308,823
SEA 9 649,294
Metro LEA 8 1,260,749
Nonrnetro LEA 1 92,257
Area Education Agency (AEA) 3 306,523

Kansas 20 1,' ,J94
SEA 9 485,263
Metro LEA 5 923,914
Nonmetro LEA 6 426,917

Missouri 30 4,946,196
SEA 3 200,325
Metro .LEA 25 4,187,755
Nonmetro LEA 2 558,116

Nebraska 21 2,933,104
SEA 11 468,398
Metro LEA 6 2,126,198
Nonmetro LEA 4 338,508

ED Region VII 92 12,024,217
SEA 32 1,803,280
Metro LEA 44 8,498.616
Nonmetro LEA 13 1,415,798
Area Education Agency (lowa) 3 306,523
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As the figures inclizsts metropolitan public schools received considerably more discretionary grants
and were awarded -7---mostantially greater amount of funds than nonmetropolitan school districts.
Most of the discrevvrart grants made to local school districts have as their purpose assistance for
desegregation (Erresseecr School Aid Act) and assistance for disadvantaged students (Follow
Through Program)_ "rpaaident populations of Region VI I's metropolitan school districts meet the
purposes of many ceHarelecteral discretionary grant programs more than the student populations of
most of Region VW normetropolitan school districts.

SEVERAL ISSUES AFFECTING RURAL SCHOOLS

While the issues afiacting rural schools within Region VII are almost as diverse as the number of such
schools, a few common issues and concerns appear to impact upon a great number of rural schools.

Finance

Providing adecuate financial resources to support the operation and maintenance of rural and
small school is, perhaps, the major issue within Region VII. Within each of the four states, the

ryprima sow= of revenue is generated at the local level. This is illustrated by examining the
percentageE'revenue generated by federal, state, and local sources for each of the states during
the 1976-77school year.

FEDERAL STATE LOCAL

United States 8.8 43.4 47.8

Iowa 5.8 38.0 56.3

Kansas 8.3 39.4 52.3

Missouri 9.4 36.3 54.3

Nebraska 7.7 19.6 72.7

School districts in each of the four states raised more funds from local and less from state sources
than the national average, and only Missouri, the most metropolitan state in the region, received
more federal funds than the national average. Since the 1976-77 school year, Region VII states
have revised, or are in the process of revising, state support formulas.

Generating revenue at the local levels is based upon a locally established tax rate on assessed
property value. Without a detailed analysis of assessed valuation and per pupil expenditures of
rural districts, generall%f rural areas tend to be property rich and income poor. Although many of
the rural and small schools in Region VII are surrounded by large farming and ranching operations,
rural incomes tend to be less than their urban and suburban counterparts. If this assumption is
correct, a rural farmer could be paying a greater share of his income in property taxes than the
urban or suburban dweller.

Teacher Recruitment and Maintenance

The small rural and isolated schools within Region VII are typical of similar schools across the
country in teacher recruitment and maintenance. This similarity stated simply is that rural and
isolated schools have a more difficult task of competing for the services of teachers than schools

6 1 0



in urbanized areas. Underlying this difficulty are several common characteristics of rural and
isolated schools.

1. Salary is often less than urban areas.

2. Social life, particularly for the single teacher, is considerably less than urban areas.

3. Suitable housing is often limited in rural areas.

The issue of teacher recruitment and maintenance in rural and isolated school districts is being
further compounded by a national teacher shortage. Currently the teacher shortage is primariiy
in the areas of special education, science, math, and industrial arts, but will probably affect all areas
as universities graduate fewer teachers. Also, many of the teachers in rural and small high schools
need dual-certification in subject areas.

Diseconomies of Scale

Even if all state and federal funding mechanisms were completely equitable, one fact remains.
It often costs proportionately more to deliver services in a small rural school due ,o diseconomies
of scale.

The diseconomies of scale of rural schools were consistently cited by participants in all regional
rural roundtables during September 1979. Examples of the diseconomies of scale were higher per
pupil administrative and direct instruction& costs due to small enrollments and per pupil ratios,
higher transportation costs due to sparsity of population, and decreased purchasing power per
dollar per item.
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METROPOLITAN AND NONMETROPOLITAN PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS, ENROLLMENT,
AND NUMBER OF SCHOOLS WITHIN ED, REGION VII

AREA CHARACTERISTICS TOTAL METROPOLITAN % NONMETROPOLITAN %

School Districts 2,387 262 11.0 2,125 89.0

Region VII Enrollment 1.127,436 1,052,754 49.5 1,075,682 50.5

Number of Schools 7,306 2,275 31.1 5,031 68.9

School Districts 443 52 11.7 391 88.3

Enrollment 548,159 204,765 37.4 343,394 62.6

Number of Schools 1,811 458 253 1,353 74.7

School Districts 307 48 15.6 259 84.4

Kansas Enrollment 422,924 197,616 46.7 225,308 53.3

Number of Schools 1,548 492 31.8 1,056 68.2

School Districts 551 120 21.8 431 78.2

Missouri Enrollment 869,673 527,441 60.6 343.232 39.4

Number of Schools 2,228 1,049 47.1 1,179 52.9

School Districts 1,086 42 3.9 1,044 96.1

Nebraska Enrollment 286,680 122,932 42.9 163,748 57.1

Number of Schools 1,719 276 16.1 1,443 83.9

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education. National Center for Education Statistics. Education Directory: Local
Education Agencies (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office. 1980)

"Metropolitan and Nownetropolitan

Metropolitan is comprised of all school districts within Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA). These areas
included the following counties, by states:

IOWA Black Hawk, Dubuque, Linn. Polk. Pottawattamie. Scott. Warren. and Woodbury.

KANSAS Butler. Douglas. Jefferson. Johnson. Osage. Shawnee. Sedgwicic, and Wyandotte.

MISSOURI Andrew. Boone, Buchanan, Cass. Otristian, Clay, Franklin, Green, Jackson. Jefferson. Platte, Ray,
St. Charles. St. Louis. and St. Louis City.

NEBRASKA Dakota. Douglas. Lancaster, and Sarpy.

Nonnietropolitan is comprised of all school districts not within a SMSA.

NOTE: The reader should be aware that school system boundaries often are not coterminous with county political
boundaries. School districts were classified as metropolitan or nonmetropolitan based upon the county in which the
superintendent was located.
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DISTRIBUTION OF METROPOUTAN AND NONMETROPOLITAN
LOCAL PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEMS, BY STATES AND SIZE OF SYSTEM. FOR ED REGION VII, 1980

SMALL SCHOOLS (599 PUPILS OR LESS) AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN REGION VII
(METROPOUTAN AND NONMETROPOUTAN) ARE INDICATED IN BRACKETS ADJACENT TO THE TOTAL

METROPOLITAN

DISTRICT ENROLLMENT

25,000 or more

10,000 to 24,999

5,000 to 9,999

2.500 to 4,999

1,000 to 2.499

600 to 999

300 to 599

300 or less

TOTAL

25.000 or more ...... .. .......... _

i5o,000 294,999_

...... ...... ...... ...........

2,500 to 4,999

1,000 to 2,499

600 to 999

300 to 599
300 or len ...... ..................

TOTAL

TOTAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS

TOTAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS worm
ENROLLMENTS OF 599 OR LESS

ED, REGION VII IOWA

8 1

20 6

26 3

32 10

52 6

44 16

38 9

42 1

KANSAS

3

1

3

6

14

11

9

1

MISSOURI

2

12

17

14

27

15

16

17

NEBRASKA

2

1

3

2

5

2

4

23

262 52

NONMETROPOLITAN

.... 0 0

0 0

18 9

47 8

215 72

272 110

408 130

1,185 62

48

0

0

4

12

44

54

89

56

120

0

0

3

21

79

82

102

144

42

0

0

2

6

20

26

87

903

2.125 391

2.387 443

1,653 1693%] 202 (45.6%)

259

307

155 [50.5%]

431

551

279 (50.696]

1,044

1.086

1,017 [93.6%1

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education. National Center for Education Statistics. Education Directory: Local
Education Apncies (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office. 1980)

Mstropolkan

All school districts whose boundaries are located within a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA). A SMSA
is a country or group of contiguous countries which contain at least one city of 50,000 inhabitants or more.

Nonnestrefolitee
Ail school districts whose boundaries encompass farms, open countryside and plezes of less than 50.000 residents
outside SMSAs.
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METROPOLITAN AND NONMETROPOLTIAN RACIAL/ETHNIC CHARACTERISTICS OF ED
REGION VII'S PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 1976-77 SCHOOL YEAR

AMERICAN
INDIAN ASIAN % BLACK % WHITE % HISPANIC % TOTAL

REGION VII. 9,688 .4 10,295 .4 192,924 8.4 2,073,012 89.7 24,208 1.0 2,310,127

Metro 4,421 .4 6,233 .5 169,735 14.9 948,748 83.1 12,193 1.1 1,141,330

Non-Metro. 5267 .5 4,062 .3 23,189 2.0 1,124,264 96.2 12,015 1.0 1,168,797

IOWA 1,892 .3 2,503 11,130 1.9 579,791 96.8 3,639 .6 598.955

Metro 798 .4 1,184 .5 9,435 4.3 207,355 94.0 2,124 1.0 220,696

Non-Metro 1,094 .3 1,319 .3 1,695 .4 372,436 98.5 1,515 .4 378,059

KANSAS 2,950 .6 2,600 .6 32,478 7.2 405,526 89.3 10,630 2.3 454,184

Metro 1,591 .7 1,286 .6 25,726 12.3 176,746 84.2 4,605 2.2 209,954

Non-Metro 1,359 .6 1,314 .5 6,752 2.8 228,780 93.7 6,025 2.5 244,230

MISSOURI 2278 .2 3,746 .4 135,644 14.3 802.533 84.6 4,380 .5 948,581

Metro 1,293 2 2,834 .5 121,095 20.6 459,948 78.1 3,675 .6 588,845

Non-Metra 985 .3 912 .3 14,549 4.0 342,585 95.2 705 .2 359,736

NEBRASKA 2,568 .8 1,446 .5 13,572 4.4 285,162 92.5 5,559 1.8 308,407

Metro 739 .6 929 .8 13,479 11.1 104,699 86.1 1,789 1.5 121,635

Non-Metro 1,829 1.0 517 .3 193 .1 180,463 96.6 3,770 2.0 186,772

SOURCE; U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office for Civil Rights, Directory of Elementary and
Secondary School Districts, and Schbols in Selected School Districts: School Year 1976-77 (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1977)


